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CH2 concentra on of hydrogen (mol/cm3)
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CO2 concentra on of oxygen (mol/cm3)

Cp,H2O heat capacity of liquid water
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dcavity average cavity diameter (m)

Dg,i gas-phase di usivity of component i (m2/s)

dp par cle diameter (m)

E ac va on energy (J/mol)

Hg enthalpy of the gas phase (J/kg)

Hvap heat of vaporiza on of water (J/kg)

I- energy ux in a nega ve direc on (W/m2)

I+ energy ux in a posi ve direc on (W/m2)

ka absorp on coe cient (m-1)

kc,i mass transfer coe cient for the gaseous component i (kg/(m3 s))

ke ,i e ec ve reac on constant of a heterogeneous reac on i (kg/(m3 s))

kg

kgasi,CO2 reac on constant of char gasi ca on with carbon dioxide (kg/(m3 s))

kgasi,H2O reac on constant of char gasi ca on with water steam (kg/(m3 s))

ks sca ering coe cient (m-1)

ks,C rate constant for the char reac on with oxygen (kg/(m3 s))

ks,CO2 rate constant for the char reac on with carbon dioxide (kg/(m3 s))

ks,H2O rate constant for the char reac on with water (kg/(m3 s))

ks,i reac on rate constant for the component i (kg/(m3 s))

m1,k es mated mass of the rst vola le component at  me instance k (mg)

m2,k es mated mass of the second vola le component at  me instance k (mg)

mmeas measured mass of a biomass sample (mg)

Qg,i energy produced or consumed by a gas phase reac on i (J/(m3 s))

Qs,i energy produced or consumed by a solid phase reac on i (J/(m3 s))
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Re Reynolds number

revap drying rate (kg/(m3 s))

rg,CH4 oxida on rate of methane (kg/(m3 s))

rg,CO oxida on rate of the carbon monoxide (kg/(m3 s))

rg,H2 oxida on rate of hydrogen (kg/(m3 s))

rg,i reac on rate of the gaseous component i (kg/(m3 s))

rs,H2O drying rate of fuel (kg/(m3 s))

rs,j rate of reac on of the solid component j (kg/(m3 s))

rs,pyr reac on rate of pyrolysis (kg/(m3 s))

S density number (m-1)

Sc Schmidt number

T temperature (K)

Tg temperature of the gas phase (K)

tk me instance k (s)

Ts temperature of the solid phase (K)

vg gas ow velocity (m/s)

X degree of conversion of char

x ver cal coordinate (m)

YC3H8 Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to C3H8

YCH4 Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to CH4

YCO Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to CO

YCO2 Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to CO2

Yg,i mass frac on of the gaseous component i

YH2 Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to H2
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YH2O Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to H2O

Ytar Mass frac on of a pyroly c component reac ng to tar

mass frac on of the rst vola le component in a biomass sample

b bed porosity

par cle par cle porosity

conv heat convec on coe cient between the gas and solid phases (W/(m2K) )

ber

max maximum heat transfer coe cient

min

s

s,rad radia ve heat transfer coe cient of the solid ma er

s,e e ec ve heat conduc on coe cient of the

c mass concentra on of char (kg/m3)

CO mass concentra on of carbon monoxide (kg/m3)

g mass concentra on of the gas phase (kg/m3)

H2 mass concentra on of hydrogen (kg/m3)

O2 mass concentra on of oxygen (kg/m3)

s mass concentra on of the solid phase (kg/m3)

s,j mass concentra on of the solid component j (kg/m3)

v mass concentra on of vola les (kg/m3)

w mass concentra on of water (kg/m3)

Stefan-Boltzman constant (W/(m2 K4)
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Abstract

The main objec ve of this research was to study fuel bed combus on dynamics of a BioGrate boiler with a
mechanis c model. First, the fuel speci c pyrolysis reac on rates were experimentally determined for the
model. Second, the model was validated and nally, it was used to inves gate the e ects of the primary air

ows on drying, pyrolysis and char consump on rates occurring inside the fuel bed. The research results are
presented and the role of the dynamic behavior of the reac ons on the biomass combus on process discussed.
Keywords: biomass, BioGrate boiler, combus on dynamics, pyrolysis, reac on rates, debarking residue,
industrial case study

1 Introduction
Due to increasing environmental concerns related to energy produc on, biomass is receiving increasing
a en on as an alterna ve energy resource to fossil fuels.  However, biomass is associated with varying fuel
composi on; in addi on, it is highly dependent on storing condi ons as well as on local and seasonal factors.
These varia ons signi cantly a ect the e ciency of power produc on resul ng in increased pollu on and
lowering of the economic poten al of this renewable material. As a consequence a fuller understanding of the
factors which a ect the e ciency of power produc on is par cularly important for the further development of
these types of energy systems. Mathema cal models have shown to be an excellent tool in assessing the
complex physical phenomena of biomass combus on.

Numerous works have addressed combus on behavior through modeling. In addi on laboratory
experiments have been performed to support these modeling studies. Saastamoinen [1] experimentally
inves gated the combus on of wood with di erent moisture contents and with di erent air ows. The
researchers presented correla ons which allow the predic on of the combus on front propaga on velocity
from the physical parameters of fuel and the air ow. Shin and Choi [2] u lized modeling to determine the
e ect of di erent  parameters on  the combus on of municipal waste. The results indicated that a low air ow
rate limits the combus on rate, whereas, an excessively high ow rate results in ame ex nc on. Van der Lans
et al. [3] described straw combus on with a two dimensional steady-state model and studied the e ect of the
combus on parameters on the burning of the fuel bed. Goh et al. [4] have developed a model to simulate an
incinerator bed. The modeling and experimental results indicated that grate mixing - which is characterized by

 - can be mathema cally modeled with a procedure based on swap probability. Yang et
al. [5] developed a 2-D model to simulate MSW incinera on on a traveling bed and the results showed that the
e ect of channeling can increase the concentra ons of hydrocarbons in ue gas due to poor mixing. Ashtana et
al. [6] has developed a sta c model to describe grate combus on in an MSW boiler. The modeling work
revealed the presence of two combus on fronts above which char reduc on reac ons occur. A study by Kær
[7] on the modeling of a straw red boiler suggested that poor mixing of ue gases and secondary air results in
high CO concentra ons and in unburnt carbon in y ash. Zhou et al. [8] inves gated the combus on of a straw

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232700853_Mixing_Modelling_and_Measurements_of_Incinerator_Bed_Combustion?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232407256_Straw_combustion_on_slow-moving_grates_-_A_comparison_of_model_predictions_with_experimental_data?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232362720_Propagation_of_the_ignition_front_in_beds_of_wood_particles?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
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bed by using a mathema cal model. The work suggested that the e ec ve heat conduc vity of the bed, the
straw heat capacity and the bed packing have the most in uence on the quality of the model predic ons. A
two-dimensional, steady model of straw combus on presented in Miljkovic et al. [9] demonstrated that
modeling can provide informa on like a temperature pro le of the fuel bed, a combus on rate and the
produced chemical species which would not otherwise be available. Girgis and Halle [10] used a
mathema cal model and experiments to analyze combus on in an overfeed packed bed. In that study, the
pyrolysis ac va on energy was adjusted to improve the model t of the experimental results. Halle  at al. [11]
studied the e ect of char par cle size non-uniformity on combus on and gasi ca on in an overfed reactor
both experimentally and with a model. They found that a volume-surface mean diameter can be used to
describe non-uniformly sized par cles. Combus on in a conical grate boiler was described mathema cally by
Boriouchkine et al. [12] to provide informa on on the combus on characteris cs of woody biomass, with
speci c emphasis on the e ects of moisture content, par cle size and air ow on the combus on in a BioGrate
boiler.

 The issue of air channeling through a fuel layer in a xed bed has also received a en on (Yang et al. [13],
Hermansson and Thunman [14], Du y and Eaton [15]). The authors no ced that channeling redirects the air

ow resul ng in uneven bed combus on. As a solu on to the channeling problem the authors proposed using
grate plates with di erent openings to counteract the redirec ng e ect.

To summarize, these studies focused solely on combus on under steady-state condi ons to evaluate the
e ect of several parameters, like the fuel moisture content and the air ow on the burning behavior of the
biomass fuel bed.  However, very li le research has been done on the dynamics of the burning fuel bed which
is a par cularly important issue, as during the opera on, a boiler is subject to several dynamic disturbances
[16],[17], such as changes in a power demand. Furthermore, Thornhill and Horch [18] indicated that transients
are par cularly common in power plant opera on whilst Odgaard and Trangbaek [19] demonstrated that these
transients complicate performance monitoring of the boilers. Consequently, the performance of a boiler is
largely dependent on the behavior of a burning fuel bed under changing condi ons.

Due to the importance of fuel bed combus on dynamics, this paper focuses on studying the dynamic
behavior of fuel combus on and, especially, the behavior of drying, pyrolysis and char combus on reac ons as
well as the temperature inside the bed. The analysis is done by inducing changes to the primary air ow of
di erent magnitudes and amplitudes, and at di erent conversion stages to gain insight into the me-
dependent combus on behavior. To ensure the accuracy of the simula on results, the pyrolysis reac on rates
were experimentally determined for the model. The simula ons considered fuel combus on in a BioGrate
boiler which is a conical grate boiler in which the combus on front propagates concurrently with the air ow.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec on 2 describes the BioGrate boiler process and Sec on 3 presents the
framework of the model. Sec on 4 discusses the experimental setup for data collec on and the es ma on of
the pyrolysis reac on rate equa ons and subsequent results. In Sec on 5, the model is validated in terms of
the combus on front veloci es and the gas phase composi on during combus on. Finally, in Sec on 6, the
studies on the dynamic behavior of the burning fuel bed are presented and discussed.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/231274606_Wood_Combustion_in_an_Overfeed_Packed_Bed_Including_Detailed_Measurements_within_the_Bed?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/272589991_Fuel-quality_soft_sensor_using_the_dynamic_superheater_model_for_control_strategy_improvement_of_the_BioPower_5_CHP_plant?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229226547_CFD_modelling_of_bed_shrinkage_and_channelling_in_fixed-bed_combustion?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238643299_Simulation_of_Channel_Growth_in_a_Burning_Bed_of_Solids?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256679871_Dynamic_modeling_of_combustion_in_a_BioGrate_furnace_The_effect_of_operation_parameters_on_biomass_firing?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256680717_Packed_bed_combustion_of_non-uniformly_sized_char_particles?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269263282_Comparison_of_methods_for_oscillation_detection_-_Case_study_on_a_coal-fired_power_plant?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268079772_Modeling_and_model_predictive_control_of_the_BioPower_combined_heat_and_power_CHP_plant?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
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2 Process description of a BioGrate boiler
The study presented in this paper focuses on a BioGrate boiler which is used for electricity and steam

produc on as well as to supply heat to a local municipal hot water network. BioGrate boilers based on a conical
grate technology are designed to u lize various fuels with high moisture content.  A BioGrate furnace consists
of the following func onal parts: grate rings, a refractory wall, and a water- lled ash space below the grate.
The heat-insula ng refractory walls around the grate rings form the combus on chamber.

To improve fuel spreading in the combus on chamber, the grate consists of several ring zones, which are
further divided into two types of rings: rota ng and xed. Half of the rota ng rings rotate clockwise, the rest
counterclockwise. The xed rings are located between the rota ng rings.

Fuel is fed into the centre of the grate from below. The surface of the fuel starts to dry in the center of the
cone as a result of heat radia on, which is emi ed by the combus ng ue gas and re ected back to the grate
by the grate walls. This design provides enough heat to start fuel drying so that no air prehea ng is needed.
The dry fuel then proceeds to the outer shell of the grate, where pyrolysis char gasi ca on and combus on
occur. The ash and carbon residues fall o  the edge of the grate into the water- lled annular ash space and Fig.
1 shows an outline of a BioGrate furnace.

In the fuel layer, combus on front propagates in the same direc on with the air ow. The igni on on the
grate is ini ated by the char layer. This char layer is formed during the startup of the plant, during which the
surface of the fuel layer is ignited. The combus on front is allowed to propagate to the surface of the grate to
properly ignite the fuel before the normal opera on of a boiler can be started and the new fuel fed. This char
then ini ates the fuel igni on on the grate.

The air required in combus on is distributed via annular primary air registers below the grate to the nozzles
in each grate plate (primary air) and through the nozzles of the combus on chamber wall (secondary air).
Burning produces heat that is absorbed in several steps. First, the saturated water evaporator and water-tube
walls of the boiler absorb the energy from the ue gases. Next, part of the energy of the ue gases is
transferred to the steam superheaters. In the third phase, heat is transferred to the convec ve evaporator,
before economizers remove the remaining ue-gas energy.

Fig. 1 Conical grate furnace of a BioGrate boiler

3 Dynamic Model of a BioGrate boiler
In a BioGrate boiler, biomass reacts through three main reac on pathways which can occur either in parallel

or sequen ally with respect to each other: drying, pyrolysis and char conversion and the mechanis c modeling
of the BioGrate boiler considers these three stages of the biomass combus on. The model accounts for mass
and energy conserva on and it considers two phases a solid and a gaseous one. The burning fuel bed in a
BioGrate boiler is modeled in one dimension using the walking grate concept [2][7]. The walking grate
approach divides the fuel layer in ver cal one-dimensional lumps; in addi on, this concept assumes that fuel
movement on a grate resembles that on a traveling grate.  As a result, the developed model describes traveling

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232407256_Straw_combustion_on_slow-moving_grates_-_A_comparison_of_model_predictions_with_experimental_data?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
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grate combus on. The structure of the simulated fuel layer is presented in Fig. 2.  The structure of the model is
presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 The structure of the simulated fuel layer

Fig. 3 Model structure

3.1 Modelling of the solid phase mass conservation
The solid phase reac ons considered by the model include drying, pyrolysis as well as char oxida on and

gasi ca on which, in general, can be described by Eq. (1). The reac ons considered in the solid phase are
presented in Table 1.

js
js rt ,

, (1)

Table 1 Solid phase reac ons

)()( 22 gOHlOH
CharTarGasWood ,,

)()12()()1(2)()( 22 gCOgCOgOsC
)(2)()( 2 gCOgCOsC

)()()()( 22 gHgCOgOHsC

The rate of drying, Eq. (2), is de ned by the energy available for evapora on. For numerical stability, the
evapora on rate is mul plied by a conversion factor 0,22 OHOH . Although this lowers the maximum local

evapora on rates, as more energy is transferred to the consequent layers, the overall evapora on rate remains
the same as without the factor.

The pyrolysis reac on rates are described by Eq. (3). Commonly, the kine c parameters for the reac on rate
equa on are es mated from the experimental data, for example, from thermogravimetric experiments.

)/)/)378()max((,0max( 222, vapspOHOHOHs HtKTCr (2)

pyrpyrpyrs RTEAr ))/(exp(, (3)
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The rates for the char reac ons are calculated by Eq. (4). Pomerantsev [20] has proposed to calculate the rate
of char burning as a func on of either char or oxygen concentra on, depending on whichever is limi ng. Girgis
and Halle [10] in their work have demonstrated that a burning char par cle has a constant density and, thus,
in this work, we assume that the rate of char oxida on only depends on the concentra on of oxygen. In case of
the reac ons with H2O and CO2, the overall reac on rate is dependent on the concentra ons of the gaseous
reactants and the conversion degree of char.

igieffis kr ,,, (4)
For each heterogeneous char reac on, an e ec ve reac on constant - given by Eq. (5) - is then calculated as
follows [21]:

where S is the density number, the par cle surface area per unit volume [21], Eq. (6), kc,i is the mass transfer
coe cient [21], Eq. (7)  and kr,i is the reac on constant:

p
bdS 16 (6)

3121
,, Re2 ScdDk pigic (7)

Girgis and Halle [10] have demonstrated experimentally that the par cle size remains almost constant
throughout the pyrolysis and starts decreasing rapidly close to complete burnout. Furthermore, since the fuel
used in a BioGrate boiler comprises thin chips of bark and wood whose outer surface is expected to change less
drama cally during combus on compared to, for example, rectangular or spherical par cles, the par cle size is
expected to remain constant during pyrolysis and char combus on.
The reac on constants, kr,I, are computed for three di erent chemical reac ons: oxida on, Eq. (8) [22], with
the associated CO/CO2 ra o, Eq. (9) [23], and reduc on with H2O, Eq. (10) [24], and CO2, Eq. (11)  [25].

sCr TRmolkJk ///5.114exp101.1 6
, (8)

)/3390exp(3.4/ 2 sTCOCO (9)
)1ln(1011///136exp1099.9 4

2, XXTRmolkJk sOHr (10)
XTRmolkJk sCOr ///260exp101.1 9

2, (11)

'
,,

,,
,

isic
isic

ieff kSk
kSkk (5)
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3.2 Modelling of the gas phase mass conservation

The gas phase modelling, presented in Eq. (12), describes gas convec on, combus on of carbon monoxide (Eq.
13) [26], methane (Eq. 14) [20] and hydrogen (Eq.15) [20], as well as gas forma on in the pyrolysis reac on,
Yg,irs,pyr.

where rs,pyr is the pyrolysis reac on rate, while Yg,i is the mass frac on of the forming gaseous pyrolysis product.

 The following gaseous components are considered by the model:  water vapor, tar, oxygen, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, methane, and hydrogen.

The momentum equa on is omi ed since the Ergun equa on predicts a 2.5% velocity increase due to a
pressure loss over a 1 m high fuel layer with 0.6 porosity packed with par cles 20 mm in diameter. In addi on,
gas di usion phenomenon was not considered since convec on is assumed to have a dominant role in species
transport.

3.3 Modelling of the solid phase energy conservation
The energy equa on for the solid phase describes heat conduc on, heat exchange between the phases,

energy consumed in the drying and pyrolysis reac ons and energy gained in char combus on (Eq. 16):

4
,, )()( saaissgconv

s
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s TkIIkQTTSkx
T

xCt
T (16)
The heat conduc on in solid par cles is described  by Eqs. (17) through (22) [27].
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The radia ve heat transfer inside the bed is described with a two- ux model given by Eqs. (23) and (24),
where the absorp on and sca ering coe cients are given by Eq. (25) [2]. The heat radia on received by the
fuel layer surface from the freeboard is included as a boundary condi on for the two ux model. The wall
temperature of the BioGrate furnace varies between 800 and 900 °C, thus  the boundary condition for
incoming radia on is calculated as I(0) = 0.73 -8  11734 4 -2).

3.4  Modelling of the gas phase energy conservation
The energy con nuity equa on, Eq. (26) of the gas phase considers the heat exchange between the gas and

solid phases, the energy received through gas convec on, and the energy gained from carbon monoxide,
methane and hydrogen oxida on.

3.5  Numerical methods for the model solution and the simulation environment

The conserva on equa ons were solved with numerical methods which were selected based on the
proper es of each equa on. The equa ons can be divided into three categories based on the order of the
spa al deriva ve and thus each category has to be treated with a di erent numerical method. The solid phase
con nuity equa on belongs to the category that is independent of the spa al coordinate. Category two
describes equa ons with convec on such equa ons are the gas phase mass and energy con nuity equa ons.
The last category comprises the solid phase energy con nuity equa on which includes the heat conduc on
term.

The solid mass con nuity equa ons were discre zed with implicit and semi-implicit Euler methods. The
implicit method was u lized for the case of water and the vola le components. In contrast, the semi-implicit
method was u lized to discre ze the equa on describing the evolu on of the char content, since its reac on
rate depends on the oxygen, water vapor and carbon dioxide contents.

The equa ons for the gas phase concentra ons and the enthalpy were spa ally discre zed with the three-
point upwind nite di erence method (linear upwind di erence scheme) [28] while the me discre za on was
obtained with the explicit Euler method.

The solid energy con nuity equa on was discre zed spa ally with the central di erence scheme while the
implicit Euler method was u lized to discre ze the me deriva ve. In general, the methods selected for the

42
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spa al discre za on were second-order accurate. However, the discre za on of the me deriva ve was
performed with rst order-accurate methods in order to avoid non-physical oscilla ons at discon nui es and
the model was implemented in MATLAB.

4 Experimental
This sec on presents the setup of the experiments conducted to obtain the data for the parameter

es ma on procedure. Firstly, the characterized material, and the experimental procedure are described.
Secondly, the experimental results are presented along with the es mated results of the kine c parameters for
the pyrolysis rate given by Eq. (3).

4.1 Material
The fuel samples used in the experiments were a mixture of spruce bark and wood residue with an
approximate ra o of spruce stem wood residue to wood bark of 3:7. The par cles were thin with irregular
shapes and had the following approximate size range: 0.1  4 cm x 0.5  2 cm x 0.01  0.03 cm. The material
was collected from Metsä Wood Sawmill in Vilppula, Finland and dried prior to the experiments. Composi on
of fuel samples from the same sawmill site was analyzed by the accredited (EN ISO/IEC 17025) laboratory ENAS
LTD, Finland, and the reported material proper es are presented in Table 2.
Table 2.  Material proper es of debarking
residues

Material property Value
C, w% 51.4
H, w% 6.0
N, w% <0.3
S, w% 0.02
LHV MJ/kg 18.91
Ash 550 C, w% 2.8

4.2 Description of the experimental setup
Reac on rates were determined by thermogravimetry, with a Perkin Elmer TGA 4000. The

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on samples either air-dried overnight at room temperature or
on ones that were dried in an oven at 90 °C for two weeks.  The air-dried material which included wood and
bark samples were cut into small pieces prior to the TGA tests, whereas, the oven-dried samples were crushed
in a Retsch PM100 ball mill and the powder obtained was sieved.  Oven-dried material was screened and
separated into two batches, one with particles smaller than 500 µm and another with particles larger than 500
µm. The batch with particles > 500 µm consisted of needle-shaped pure wood par cles while the other batch
contained both bark and wood powder. TGA was then performed on both batches and on a mixture of them
with a 2:5 ra o, in addi on, TGA was also run on the air-dried wood and bark samples. For the analysis, 8-12
mg of a sample was loaded in to a ceramic crucible and heated at a rate of 80 K/min in a nitrogen atmosphere
(20 ml/min).
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4.3 Measured pyrolysis reaction rates
The TGA results indicate that the pyrolysis reac on rates varied signi cantly between samples. This variance

is captured by the mass loss peak that occurs between 300 - 500 °C, demonstrating the dis nct pyrolysis
reac on rates for di erent samples (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the results indicate the dependence of a reac on
rate on the bark and stem wood contents in a sample: the larger the bark content the lower the maximum
reac on rate. More specifically, the sample with a particle size greater than 500 µm consisting of pure spruce
wood par cles showed an approximately 30 % higher maximum mass loss rate when compared to the sample
with particles smaller than 500 µm, which consisted mostly of bark. Such behavior implies that samples
comprise components with di erent reac on kine cs.

Therefore, in order to perform an es ma on of kine c parameters, the overall reac on rate has to be
decomposed in to sub-reac ons to account for the unique behaviors of stem wood and bark

4.4 Estimation of kinetic parameters for the pyrolysis rate equation
The es ma on of the parameters is formulated as an op miza on problem which is solved with a sequen al

quadra c programming (SQP) algorithm [29]. The problem is de ned by the objec ve func on, Eg. (27) which
is minimized with respect to the kine c parameters. The func on expresses the sums of squares (RSS),
between the measured and the calculated mass loss curve. The calculated mass loss curve - which is modelled
with Arrhenius equa ons - is assumed to comprise two parallel reac ons with the respec ve pre-exponen al
factors and ac va on energies: A1, A2, E1 and E2. Pomerantsev [20] has demonstrated that a sa sfactory
accuracy can be achieved in approxima ng the overall pyrolysis reac on by dividing it in to two parallel
subreac ons. Each subreac on describes the pyrolysis of vola le components with dis nct reac on kine cs,
for instance, holocellulose and lignin. Nevertheless, it is likely that each subreac on will capture pyrolysis
charcteris cs of various wood cons tuents, but in di erent propor ons. To account for the two separate wood
components and their respec ve reac ons a parameter , which de nes the ini al mass frac on of these
components, is es mated along with the kine c parameters.

Table 3. Fuel speci c kine c parameters

A1, 1/s A2 E1,  J/mol  E2
MSPE,
mg2 R2

Spruce Bark 0.2739 1.109e+03 2.586e+04 6.208e+04 0.2982 0.0044 99.98%
Spruce Wood 4.4355e+04 1.681e+05 1.145e+05 8.907e+04 0.0743 0.0060 99.96%
< 500 µm 0.4409 2.087e+05 2.905e+04 8.990e+04 0.2454 0.0027 99.91%
>500 µm 5.637e+05 2.295e+05 1.369e+05 9.273e+04 0.0708 0.0046 99.94%
Mixture 3.156e+02 2.205e+04 8.008e+04 7.838e+04 0.1539 0.0059 99.92%

Fig. 4 Di eren ated TG curves of the ve virgin fuel samples ad = air-dried, od = oven-dried
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In the objec ve func on, the mass of a sample at each me step is given as the sum of masses of vola le
component one, Eq. (28), and two, Eq. (29). For both components, the reac on rate constant, ki, is de ned by
Eq. (30).

))(exp( 111,1,1 kkkk ttkmm (28)

))(exp( 121,2´,2 kkkk ttkmm (29)

))(exp( RTEAk iii (30)

The ini al condi ons for the op miza on are given by Eqs. (31) and (32) which de ne the mass frac on of
each vola le component through parameter .

where 10 , [1/s], i = 1,2 and the temperature is a func on of me.

The es mated kine c parameters, the mean square predic on error (MSPE) and R2 are summarized in Table 3.
The results indicate that the parameter es ma on was successful as the R2 index is above 99% and the MSPE is
only 0.05 % of the ini al sample weight.

These kine c parameters demonstrate that, the assump on of two parallel reac ons suggested by
Pomerantsev [20] is valid as the parameter  is nonzero in all instances. However, the samples containing a
large fraction of stem wood (> 500 µm and spruce wood) as the main component of the ini al weight frac on
of the rst component was only 0.07. Conversely, in samples with larger bark content the parameter was as
high as 30 w.%. Furthermore, the kine c parameters of the wood and bark samples suggest di erent pyrolysis
behaviors. Di erences are especially no ceable from the kine c parameters of the rst component. The low
ac va on energy and small pre-exponen al factor of the rst component in bark suggests that the pyrolysis
reac on starts at a low temperature, but has a rather small magnitude because of the small pre-exponen al
factor. Such behavior closely resembles the pyroly c reac on of lignin which starts at a low temperature and
continues beyond 800 °C as demonstrated by the work of Yang et al. [30]. In contrast, the rst component of
wood samples reacts rapidly, but at high temperatures due to large values of the ac va on energies and pre-
exponen al factors.

Moreover, the results indicate that the second vola le component reacts at similar temperatures in all samples
since its ac va on energies are of the same magnitude. This component is likely to describe the pyroly c
reac on of holocellulose  which a ains its maximum at mild temperatures and exhibits rapid reac on rate as
shown in [30]. Thus, the es ma on results con rm that bark and wood contain di erent components with
di erent pyrolysis behaviors. The predicted and the measured mass loss curves of the wood and bark samples
are compared in Fig. 5.

2
22,211,1121 ))(),,,(),,,((),,( kmeaskkkk

N

kmeas tmtEAmtEAmmmmF (27)

)( 0,0,1 ashchartmeask mmm (31)
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Since the samples comprise two di erent vola le components, which react di erently at di erent
temperatures, they also produce di erent compounds. The compounds produced by devola liza on were
calculated from calori c value of fuel and its elemental balance presented in Table 2. The elemental balance
was assumed to be distributed among the compounds with the prede ned molecular formula, including H2,
CO, H2O, CH4, CO2 and C (elemental carbon) and the residual elements, with unknown formula, were assumed
to comprise tar. The hea ng values of CO2 and H2O were assumed to be zero while the higher hea ng value of
tar was calculated from Dulong formula [31]. Yang et al. [30] has shown that CO and CO2 tend to form at lower
temperatures than H2 and CH4. Therefore, since vola le component 1 reacts at lower temperature than
component 2 the forming compounds were divided among them as follows:    component 1 includes YCO2:
0.225, YCO = 0.269, YH2O = 0.253, YC3H8: 0.003, Ytar: 0.250, component 2: YH2: 0.063, YCH4: 0.512, Ytar: 0.425. The tar
was used to balance the weight frac ons of the vola le components such that their mass frac on in the
biomass was equal to the one given in Table 5 for the mixed sample.

Fig. 5 Mass evolu on history of the spruce wood and spruce bark samples

5 Model validation with the estimated kinetic parameters
  The model with the es mated kine c parameters was evaluated using two cases in order to determine the

relevance and accuracy of the results. Firstly, the model was validated against the igni on front propaga on
veloci es reported by Saastamoinen et al. [1] for xed bed combus on of spruce wood chips. Secondly, the
simulated gas composi ons were compared to the experimentally measured ones which are presented in the
paper of Girgis and Halle [10]. The parameters used for the valida on are given in Table 4.
The valida on against the combus on front propaga on veloci es for par cle sizes of 12.5 and 20 mm
demonstrates that the overall accuracy of the model is acceptable as the simulated fuel bed behavior clearly
followed the one presented in Saastamoinen et al. [1] (Table 5). Furthermore, the model was able to
sa sfactorily predict the combus on front veloci es of all the combina ons of the moisture contents and air

ows.  Consequently, the model can be u lized for the inves ga on of combus on behavior of fuels with
varying moisture content and under various air ows.

Table 4 Parameters  for the model
valida on

Saastamoinen et al.
(2000)

This study

Par cle size 5-20 mm 20 mm/12.5 mm
Bed
densi es

moisture
content,
w%

bed
density,
kg/m3

moisture
content,
w%

bed
density,
kg/m3

10.8 157 10.8 157
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18.8 145 18.8 145
33.4 140 33.4 140

Vola les,
w%

NA 76

Fixed
carbon, w%

NA 24

Pyrolysis
kine cs and
parameters

Mixture(Table 3)

Table 5. Comparison between the measured
combus on front propaga on veloci es and the ones
predicted by the model

Moisture
content

Air ow Saastamoinen et
al. (2000) mm/s

Model predic on
mm/s
20 mm/ 12.5 mm

10.8 0.07 0.42 0.468/0.476
0.15 0.58 0.519/0.571
0.23 0.47 0.476/0.529

18.8 0.07 0.34 0.380/0.391
0.15 0.47 0.420/0.484
0.23 0.39 0.414/0.426

33.4 0.07 0.28 0.257/0.244
0.15 0.25 0.268/0.292
0.23 0.27 0.277/0.260

In addi on to the front propaga on veloci es, the model was qualita vely validated against the trends in the
gas composi ons obtained from several experiments conducted by Girgis and Halle  [10], as the used
thermally thick material has the closest resemblance to the Norway spruce. Although, the simulated material is
assumed to be thermally thin and thus reac on front propaga on veloci es are di erent, the trends in the gas
forma on are expected to correspond to the gas pro le measured by Girgis and Halle [10] for spruce.
Similarly to the valida on done in work by Du y and Eaton [15], the measured and simulated gas pro les were
compared when the simulated reac on front propagated approximately 10 cm above the grate. The following
parameters were used for the simula on: air ow 108 kg/m2h, overall bed density 150 kg/m3 and the gas
temperature above the fuel bed 900 °C, the par cle diameter used 2.8 cm and the bed porosity 0.6.  The
simulated gas pro le of the xed-bed combus on is presented in Fig. 6.

The results in Fig. 5 show that the model is able to capture the major trends in gas evolu on during char-
consuming reac ons and demonstrated a good agreement between the predicted and the measured values.
The model shows an especially good ability to describe the gas forma on during the char combus on phase
which occurs between 0 and 4 cm above the grate. The accurate predic on of char combus on is especially
important as char oxidation is the single most important energy source which allows the combus on front to
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propagate along with the air ow. The valida on results demonstrate that char oxida on rate is predicted
e ec vely since the simulated oxygen content falls in between the values measured in the experiments of
Girgis and Halle [10]. In addi on, the model predic on for the beginning of the pyrolysis reac on corresponds
to the one present in the data as the weight frac ons of the pyroly c gases followed the measured values for
tar and CO.

The valida on procedure demonstrated the ability of the model to predict gas composi ons inside the fuel
layer. However, some dissimilari es were also present between the measured and the simulated gas contents,
mainly because tar cracking reac ons were not considered. Nevertheless, tar cracking would not a ect the
reac on rates of the solid fuel as oxygen is completely consumed close to the grate and the gas phase
combus on reac ons do not occur.

Fig. 6 Simulated countercurrent combus on of a fuel bed comprising spruce debarking material

6 Dynamic behavior of a fuel bed
Combus on of a biomass fuel bed provides energy for boiler opera on and thus boiler dynamics depend to

a large extent on the fuel combus on dynamics. In this study, the combus on dynamics were analyzed with
the mechanis c model by changing the rate of primary air ow fed into the burning fuel bed and by analyzing
the e ects on drying, pyrolysis and char combus on. The ows along with the responses are presented in Figs.
7 -10. In simula ons, the bed density was 150 kg/m3 on a dry basis, moisture content 55 w.%,  the fuel layer
was 0.5 m high, the freeboard temperature 900 °C and the fuel speed 1.5 mm/s, which is the average velocity
of fuel ow on the grate. The fuel speed was calculated such that the simula on results would be consistent
with the process knowledge. This implies that fuel burnout integrated over the area of the conical grate has to
be equal to 2.5 kg/s (equivalent to 15 MW of combined heat and power produced by the boiler) and that the
pyrolysis of the fuel would end approximately 3.5 m away from the grate center. The air ows were varied
between 3 m3/s (0.039 m/s) and 5  m3/s (0.064 m/s) which is the nominal air ow range used in BioGrate
boilers.

Fig.  7 Gas phase composi on during the simula on with a constant air ow

Fig. 8 Gas phase composi on during the simula on with small steps in the air ow

Fig. 9 Gas phase composi on during the simula on with a gradual increase in the air ow
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Fig. 10 Gas phase composi on during the simula on with large steps in the air ow

In general, the results presented in Figs. 7- 10 indicate that despite the di erences in the air ows, the gas
composi ons in all cases are similar: gas comprises large amount of water, carbon monoxide, dioxide and tar.
Furthermore, all cases demonstrated a radical change in the gas composi on which appears simultaneously
with the end of the fuel drying, which occurs around 3 meters away from the center of the grate. The end of
the drying phase, during which only a small por on of available energy is consumed by the evapora ng water,
allows the energy ux to signi cantly increase the temperature of  the dry wood and, thus, to induce fast
devola liza on of the remaining vola les and causes a spike in the gas forma on. The rst spike is then
followed by a smaller one which mainly comprises methane, tar and hydrogen: compounds associated with the
second vola le component. Thus, each spike represents the deple on of each vola le component.

The dynamic responses shown in Figs. 7 - 10 indicate that changes in air ow have a substan al e ect on the
fuel bed behavior as large changes are observable in the gas release rates. Among the release rates, water
release demonstrates the strongest dependence on the air ow. The interac on between the air ow and the
drying is also con rmed by the reac on rates presented in Figs. 11 - 14 (used air ows are presented in Figs. 7 -
10) as the drying rate shown in Fig. 12 and 13  has an observable e ect from the induced air ow changes.
Despite the fact that step changes a ected the drying rate in cases with varying air ows, the average rate of
drying remained the same as in the case of constant air ow. This suggests that water evapora on is only
a ected by the current air ow rate and not by the previously used ows. A simula on with a gradually
increasing air feed showed that the combus on me was signi cantly shortened compared to the other cases,
as the average amount of the air fed to the layer was larger. The larger air ow resulted in more rapid char
combus on and thus increased the energy release, this energy was then carried by the gas which intensi ed
water evapora on. In addi on, increased temperatures of the burning char increased heat radia on intensity
further improving the heat transfer. The improved heat transfer pushes the drying front upwards and thus,
increases the evapora on rate.

In a similar fashion, the pyrolysis reac on rates also showed the dependence on the air ow, however, the
in uence was slightly smaller than that for the drying rate. For instance, the decrease in the air ow from 5
(0.064 m/s) to 3 (0.039 m/s) m3/s which occurred between 0.5 and 1 m from the grate center (Fig. 13)
decreased the drying rate by 40% whereas the pyrolysis of the rst component was decreased by 30%. Changes
in pyrolysis rate also a ect the calori c value of the released gas (Fig.15) as the release of CO, H2 and CH4 is
propor onal to the devola liza on rate.  Furthermore, the calori c value also depends on the loca on of the
fuel on the grate and consequently its stage of conversion. Close to the grate center, the e ect of air ow on
the calori c value was minor: the change in air ow velocity from 0.039 to 0.064 m/s which occurred between
0.5 and 1 m increased the heat content by 20 % (from 0.208 to 0.250 MW/m2). In contrast, the step changes
which occurred between 1.5 and 2 m from the center resulted in a 70 % (from 0.150 to 0.254 MW/m2) increase
in the gas calori c value. The step changes during the char combus on phase, between 3.5 and 4 m from the
center, increased the energy release by 90 % (from 0.094 to 0.180 MW/m2). The spike in the calori c values is
the result of the end of the devola liza on of second vola le component which produced methane and
hydrogen thus considerably increasing calori c content of the gas. In contrast to the calori c value, the
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temperature of the gas leaving the bed was not a ected by the air ow. Although, more air intensi es char
combus on and releases more energy, this energy is absorbed by the cold fuel above the char layer and thus
the temperature of the gas at the top of the bed remains constant.

Among drying and pyrolysis reac ons, char combus on (Fig. 16) demonstrated the highest dependence on
the air ow and reproduced exactly the shape of ow regardless of the conversion stage. Conversely, other
reac ons demonstrated increasingly nonlinear behavior as the conversion degree increased.

Based on the simulated behavior of drying, pyrolysis and char reac ons, it can be argued that moisture
evapora on controls the pyrolysis rate by absorbing most of the energy produced by char combus on thus
preven ng the temperature from reaching the point where pyrolysis could start. Furthermore, the increased
air ow in uences the pyrolysis rate less signi cantly since drying consumes most of the extra energy
generated by char oxida on.

The results showed that combus on dynamics of the fuel bed are rather rapid. Figs. 17 and 18 demonstrate
the normalized (mean removed and scaled by standard devia on) drying and pyrolysis rates and air ows,
respec vely. As can be observed, the rates of drying and pyrolysis react instantly on the change of air ow.
A er the change in ow rate the reac on is almost stable a er 30 seconds, however, complete stability is only
achieved a er approximately 500 seconds. Furthermore, the e ect of the air ow changes on the gas release
rates was shown to be quick at all conversion stages.

At the char combus on stage the increase in air ow rate also drama cally increased the content of carbon
monoxide. These ndings are supported by the experimental work of Marcovic et al. 2014 which demonstrated
that an increase in the primary air ow has an immediate e ect on the gas composi on leaving the fuel bed. In
addi on, Marcovic et al. [32] showed that under concurrent combus on condi ons, during the pyrolysis stage,
CO2 exceeds the concentra on of CO, while the char combus on phase produces more CO than CO2.  The
simulated gas pro les in Figs. 11-16 clearly follow this trend.

The simula ons suggest that di erent fuels have di erent combus on dynamics and the most prominent
di erences between the fuels are observed during the pyrolysis phase. More speci cally, bark demonstrated a
higher devola liza on rate of the second vola le component as its content was larger than in other fuels.
Furthermore, bark also showed a more rapid drying rate compared to the other fuels which is a result of the
lower devola liza on temperature. As a result, pyrolysis gas forms at lower temperature and increases the
evapora on rate through convec on since the gas contains enough energy to notably enhance the rate of
drying.

Fig. 11 Reac on dynamics during the simula on with a constant air ow ( ) wood, ( ) bark, ( ) mixture

Fig. 12 Reac on dynamics during the simula on with the large steps in the air ow ( ) wood, ( ) bark, ( )
mixture

Fig. 13 Reac on dynamics during the simula on with the small steps in the air ow ( ) wood, ( ) bark, ( )
mixture

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257813397_Experimental_investigation_of_wood_combustion_in_a_fixed_bed_with_hot_air?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8797f2b120e40640f1c68cd38db378b1&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI2NTA1ODU3NTtBUzoyMTE1NjI4NTkxMTA0MDBAMTQyNzQ1MTkyNDY5NA==
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Fig. 14 Reac on dynamics during the simula on with a gradual increase in the air ow ( ) wood, ( ) bark,
( ) mixture

7  Conclusions
This study inves gated the concurrent combus on behavior in a BioGrate boiler with the one-dimensional

mechanis c model. The model included gaseous and solid phases, reac ons like drying, pyrolysis, char
combus on and gasi ca on and gas phase combus on. The material considered in this study was a spruce
debarking residue and the fuel was assumed to contain two vola le components each having a di erent
reac on rate. The pyrolysis reac on rates were rstly determined experimentally and then incorporated into
the model. The combus on dynamics were then analyzed by inducing changes of several shapes and
magnitudes into the primary air supply.

The results obtained demonstrate that combus on dynamics are largely dependent on the air ow. All
reac ons demonstrated a quick response to the changed condi ons and as a result, the calori c value of the

ue gas quickly reacted to the changes in air ow. Moreover, the e ect of air ow on the gas energy content
increased as the fuel moved further away from the grate center. This implies that boilers in which combus on
front propagates concurrently with the air ow can quickly respond to changes in the power produc on
demand. The results also indicated that, the power output of a boiler can be best controlled by regula ng air

ow 1.5 m from the grate center and especially during the char combus on phase. Furthermore, the dynamics
of the system results in a quick response to the fuel bed combus on on the control ac ons.

The results clearly demonstrate that combus on dynamics depended not only on the air ow but also on the
fuel: bark showed more rapid drying and devolatliza on compared to other fuels due to its lower
devola liza on temperature. Therefore, using fuels with lower devola liza on temperature allows increased
drying rate and thus the use of such fuel can be bene cial when high moisture content fuels are used. In
addi on, drying can be enhanced by increasing air ow rate while the average combus on rate is directly
propor onal to the average air ow.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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Fig. 5
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
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Fig. 9
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Fig. 10
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Fig. 11
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Fig. 12
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Fig. 13
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Fig. 14
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Fig. 15
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Fig. 16
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Fig 17
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Fig. 18
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